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Abstract

Properties of intervals in the lattice of antichains of subsets of a universe of fi-

nite size are investigated. New objects and quantities in this lattice are defined.

Expressions and numerical values are deduced for the number of connected an-

tichains and the number of fully distinguishing antichains. The latter establish a

connection with Stirling numbers of the second kind. Decomposition properties

of intervals in the lattice of antichains are proven. A new operator allowing par-

titioning the full lattice in intervals derived from lower dimensional sub-lattices

is introduced. Special posets underlying an interval of antichains are defined.

The poset allows the derivation of a powerful formula for the size of an interval.

This formula allows computing intervals in the six dimensional space. Combina-

torial coefficients allowing another decomposition of the full lattice are defined.

In some specific cases, related to connected components in graphs, these coef-

ficients can be efficiently computed. This formula allows computing the size of

the lattice of order 8 efficiently. This size is the number of Dedekind of order 8,

the largest one known so far.
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1. Introduction

The Dedekind number counts the number of antichains of subsets of an

n-element set or the number of elements in a free distributive lattice on n gen-

erators. Equivalently it counts number of monotonic functions on the subsets of

a finite set of n elements [1, 2]. In 1969, Kleitman [3] obtained an upper bound

on the logarithm of the Dedekind number which was improved by Kleitman and

Markowsky [4] in 1975

log|Mpnq| ă p1 ` Opplognq{nqq

ˆ
n

tn{2u

˙
.

In 1981, Korshunov [5] used a sophisticated approach to give assymptotics for

the Dedekind number itself. All these proofs were simplified by Kahn [6] in

2002 using an ’Entropy’ approach. Finding a closed-form expression is a very

hard problem, also known as Dedekind’s problem and exact values have been

found only for n ď 8 [7, 8, 9, 10]. This is sequence A000372 in Sloane’s Online

Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [2]. Recent attempts to improve the compu-

tational time are e.g. [11, 12]. Recent related work on inequivalent antichains

is in [13]. The Dedekind numbers count the number of monotone boolean func-

tion as well as the number of antichains or the number of Sperner families. The

methods in the present paper are most naturally and easily understood in terms

of antichains of subsets of a finite set. Section 2 sets notations and conventions

accordingly.

The remaining sections of the paper present several new expressions and

recursion formulae for Dedekind numbers. All formulae are based on partitions

of the lattice of antichains of subsets of a finite set (referred to as ’the universe’).

The antichains can be ordered in a natural way and lattice operators meet and

join can be defined. An important role in this paper is played by intervals in

this lattice and the posets that underly them. In Section 3, four observations

are stated in the form of lemmata to be used in the proofs of the theorems in the

following sections. The observations are a characterisation of posets underlying

an interval (Lemma 3.1), a decomposition lemma for such posets (Lemma 3.2)
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and two lemmata establishing isomorphism of posets underlying intervals and

allowing dimensionality reduction (Lemmata 3.3 and 3.4). Section 4 lists three

additional observations on intervals. Lemma 4.1 shows how to remove common

elements from the top and bottom antichains of an interval. Lemma 4.2 allows to

reduce top and bottom even further in case specific structures are recognised.

Finally, Lemma 4.3 associates a graph with the top antichain of an interval

to decompose it as the direct join of intervals associated with the connected

components of the graph. Sections 5 and 6 build on all these observations

to prove decomposition and recursion formulae. Two classes of formulae are

distinguished: those based on partitions in intervals (Section 5) and those based

on properties of antichains (Section 6). A first partition in intervals is related to

any antichain in the lattice and uses the concept of the largest non dominating

antichain (Theorem 5.1). A second class of partitions in intervals relies on a

new operator. It allows a Cartesian-like decomposition of the lattice where

the role of coordinates is taken by antichains in a lower dimension (Theorem

5.4). In Section 6, a first property of antichains is the size of the sets in the

antichain. By constraining the antichain in an interval on subchains containing

sets of specific sizes, it is possible to derive compact formulae for the number

of antichains satisfying these constraints. In case the sizes differ by two only,

these numbers are powers of two. Summing over all constraints gives the total

number (Theorem 6.2). The number of partitions of the universe an antichain

can distinguish is the second property that can be used. A set is distinguished

by an antichain if for each element outside this set, there is at least one set in the

antichain containing the set and not this element. The smallest distinguished

sets in an antichain form a partition of its span and Subsection 6.2 uses the fact

that the structure of such an antichain does not rely on the size of the smallest

distinguished sets but solely on their number. The result is an expression for the

number of antichains relying on Stirling numbers of the second kind (Theorem

6.5). Connectedness in antichains is the property studied in Section 6.3. Two

elements of the universe are connected in an antichain if there is a path from

one element to another through the sets of the antichain. Again, this property
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defines partitions of the universe and an expression for the total number of

antichains could be derived (Theorem 6.6). Finally, in Section 6.5, an expansion

of Dedekind numbers is given in terms of products of sizes of intervals in a

lower dimensional space. The coefficients in the expansion are the number of

solutions to a specific system of equations in the lattice (Theorem 6.9). They

take a particularly easy form, related to connected subgraphs of a graph, when

the difference in dimension is two.

All expressions in this paper have been implemented in java, an executable

archive file is available at [14]. Some of the implementations, such as the ones

for Theorem 6.9, use permutation symmetry and multithreading to speed up

the computation. Computing the Dedekind number of order eight on a 3 Ghz

computer with four cores takes about 8 hours.

Part of this work and early versions of some of the theorems were presented

at CLA 2013 [15]. This paper extends on these results and relates the theorems

to the structure of the underlying posets introduced in Section 3.

2. Notations and conventions

Sets of subsets of a finite set are called antichains if no two of those sub-

sets are in a subset-superset relationship. If N Ă N is a finite set of numbers

with |N | “ n, the set of antichains in N is AN “ tα Ď 2N |@X,Y P α : X Ę

Y and Y Ę Xu. We will denote the antichains by Greek minuscules. in case

N “ t1, 2, ..., nu, we will use An ” AN . |N | is the dimension of AN . Antichains

α, β P AN can be partly ordered as α ď β ô @A P α : DB P β : A Ď B.

Supremum and infimum for this partial order are always defined and gener-

ated by α _ β “ maxpα Y βq, α ^ β “ maxptA X B|A P α,B P βuq, where

the max-operator on an arbitrary set of sets produces an antichain containing

only the non dominated sets. The operators ^ and _ are called meet and join

respectively. pAN ,^,_q is a completely distributive lattice. For α, β P AN ,

intervals in this lattice are defined by rα, βs “ tχ P AN |α ď χ ď βu. It is

clear that rα, βs “ H if and only if α ď β. Moreover, if χ1, χ2 P rα, βs, then
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χ1 ^ χ2 P rα, βs and χ1 _ χ2 P rα, βs. For α ď β, the mapping hrα,βs : AN Ñ

rα, βs : χ Ñ α _ pχ ^ βq is a lattice homomorphism. We denote the empty an-

tichain tu by K and the largest antichain tNu by J. For X Ď N , the antichain

of immediate subsets of X is denoted by X´, so X´ “ tXztxu|x P Xu. For an

antichain α, we will denote α´ “
Ž

XPα X´ and α` “
Ž

XP2N ,X´ďαtXu. We

find H´ “ tHu´ “ K,K` “ tHu.

3. Interval posets

For each interval rα, βs, the poset Prα,βs “ ptX Ď N |α _ tXu Psα, βsu,Ăq

spans the interval in the sense that each element in rα, βs is the join of α and

an antichain of elements in Prα,βs. Clearly PrK,Js “ p2N ,Ăq spans AN . We

will call Prα,βs the underlying interval poset of rα, βs. This section presents four

lemmata on the structure of interval posets. Lemma 3.1 characterizes interval

posets and shows how to compute the bottom and the top of a spanned interval.

Lemma 3.1. For S Ď 2N , pS,Ăq is the underlying poset of an interval in AN

if and only if

@A1, A2 P S : @X P 2N : A1 Ď X Ď A2 ñ X P S

In this case, the spanned interval is given by r
Ž

XPSpX´zSq,
Ž

XPStXus.

Proof As follows immediately from the definition, every underlying poset of an

interval satisfies this property. Given a set S Ď 2N satisfying the property, it is

easy to see that S “ Pr
Ž

XPSpX´zSq,
Ž

XPStXus. �

We will not distinguish in notation between S and pS,Ăq. The interval spanned

by an interval poset S is denoted by IS , thus IPrα,βs
“ rα, βs. The structure

of an interval poset is directly related to the structure of the spanned interval.

Isomorphic interval posets span isomorphic intervals. The join of two intervals

rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s is the set of all antichains that can be written as the join of
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two elements from each of the intervals, i.e. rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s ” tχ1 _ χ2|χ1 P

rα1, β1s, χ2 P rα2, β2su. It is easy to see that rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s “ rα1 _α2, β1 _

β2s. In case the decomposition is unique for each antichain in rα1, β1s _ rα2, β2s,

the join is called direct and is denoted as rα1, β1s > rα2, β2s. The following three

lemmata follow easily. Lemma 3.2 shows how Interval posets can be decomposed

if the respective constituents are incomparable:

Lemma 3.2. Given two interval posets S1 and S2, such that no two sets X1 P

S1 and X2 P S2 are in a subset/superset relationship, then the poset S1 Y S2 is

an interval poset, and we have IS1YS2
“ IS1

> IS2
.

Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 show how to remove specific elements from the universe

without changing the structure of the interval poset.

Lemma 3.3. Given a poset S such that every element in S contains a given

set A as a subset. Then the poset tXzA|X P Su is isomorphic to S.

Lemma 3.4. Given a poset S such that every element X P S that contains at

least one element of a given set A contains all elements of A. For a P A, the

poset S1 “ tpXzAq Y tau|X P S,A Ď Xu Y tX |X P S,A Ę Xu is isomorphic to

S.

4. Intervals

The above lemmata have consequences for the structure of the spanned in-

tervals. The current section presents three lemmata that allow to reduce or

decompose a given interval. To ease notation, we will use two additional op-

erators on antichains. The first operator is the span of an antichain which is

the union of its elements. For an antichain α, we denote Yα “
Ť

XPα X . The

second is the direct product of two antichains. For two antichains α, β with

pYαq X pYβq “ H the direct product is given by αbβ “ tAYB|A P α,B P βu.

Lemma 4.1 shows how common sets in top and bottom have no impact on the

structure of the interval:
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Lemma 4.1. For any two antichains α, β, we have Prα,βs “ Prαzβ,βzαs.

Lemma 4.2 builds on lemma 3.3 to reduce top and bottom of an interval if a

specific structure is recognized:

Lemma 4.2. Given a set A Ă N and two antichains χ1 ď χ P ANzA. Let

β “ tAu b χ and α “ tAu b χ1 _ A´ b χ. The intervals rα, βs and rχ1, χs are

isomorphic.

Proof Any element X P Prα,βs must be a subset of one of the elements of β,

so let X Ď A Y B with B P χ. If A Ę X, then X Ď A1 Y B for some A1 P A´

and α _ tXu “ α, so that X R Prα,βs. So, Prα,βs satifies the condition of

lemma 3.3, and it is isomorphic to the poset tXzA|X P Prα,βsu. We now find

Prα,βs “ tA Y C|DB P χ : C Ď B and EB1 P χ1 : C Ď B1u and tXzA|X P

Prα,βsu “ tC|DB P χ : C Ď B and EB1 P χ1 : C Ď B1u “ Prχ1,χs. �

In Lemma 4.3, we use the connected components of a graph associated with an

interval to find a decomposition of this interval. We associate a graph Grα,βs with

each interval rα, βs. The vertices of Grα,βs are the elements of β. Two vertices

A,B P β are connected by an edge in Grα,βs if and only if tA X Bu ď α. The

connected components of Grα,βs determine the decomposability of the interval:

Lemma 4.3. Let β “ ν1 Y ν2 with ν1 and ν2 such that no edge in the graph

Grα,βs connects an element of ν1 with an element of ν2. Then we have rα, βs “

rα, α _ ν1s > rα, α _ ν2s “ rα ^ ν1, ν1s > rα ^ ν2, ν2s

Proof Let X P Prα,βs, with X Ď B1 P ν1. Then EB2 P ν2 : X Ď B2. Indeed, if

there were such a B2, we would have B1 X B2 Ě X and tB1 X B2u ď α so that

an edge in Grα,βs would connect B1 P ν1 with B2 P ν2. The posets Prα,α_ν1s and

Prα,α_ν2s are disconnected and the first part of the theorem follows. To see the

second part, note that α ^ ν1 ă α ^ ν1 _ tXu ď ν1 so that X P Prα^ν1,ν1s. �

5. Partitioning by intervals

In this section, two theorems describe partitions of AN or of intervals in AN

as disjoint unions of smaller intervals.
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5.1. Partitions associated with antichains

In Theorem 5.1 (and Corollary 5.2) a partition is associated with each an-

tichain in (an interval of) AN . To ease notation, we introduce the symbol χ̌

for the largest antichain that does not dominate any of the sets in an antichain

χ P AN :

χ̌ P AN

@X P χ : tXu ď χ̌

@ρ P AN : p@X P χ : tXu ď ρq ñ ρ ď χ̌ (1)

This maximum exists since the criterion is closed under the join operation and

computing the largest non dominating antichain |p.q is straightforward:

@A Ď N : }tAu “ tNztau|a P au

@α, β P AN : α _ β “ qα ^ qβ

We can now prove the following

Theorem 5.1. Let α P AN . We have

AN “
ď

χĎα

rχ, }αzχs

and all intervals in the union are disjoint.

Proof Let σ P AN and let χ “ pσ ^ αq X α. Then σ ě χ and σ does not

dominate any set in αzχ and hence σ P rχ, }αzχs. Conversely, for σ P rχ, }αzχs,

and X P σ ^ α we have X P α. Since α ď }αzχ, tXu ď }αzχ and X P χ. �

Corollary 5.2. For α1 P rα, βs, we have

rα, βs “
ď

χĎα1

rα _ χ, β ^ ~α1zχs

and all intervals in the union are disjoint.

Proof Note that, for general intervals, rα1, β1s X rα2, β2s “ rα1 _ α2, β1 ^ β2s.

�
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5.2. Decomposition using the direct product

In [15, 16], the direct product operator was used to decompose a space of a

certain dimension according to spaces of lower dimension. Here we derive this

general decomposition from a lemma on interval posets.

Lemma 5.3. . Let N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu be a set of natural numbers and tN1, N2u

a partition of N . Given two non-empty antichains α1 P AN1
and α2 P AN2

,

let Sα1,α2
“ tA1 Y A2|H Ĺ A1 Ď N1,H Ĺ A2 Ď N2, tA1u ď α1, tA2u ď α2u.

Sα1,α2
is an interval poset underlying the interval rα1 _ α2, α1 b α2s

Proof Prove that Sα1,α2
satisfies the conditions of lemma 3.1 and note that

•
Ž

XPSα1,α2

tXu “ α1 b α2

•
Ž

XPSα1,α2

tX´zSα1,α2
u “ α1 _ α2

�

We use this lemma to prove the following theorem

Theorem 5.4. Let N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu be a set of natural numbers and tN1, N2u

a partition of N . The set of intervals

trK,Ksu Y trα1 _ α2, α1 b α2s|α1 P AN1
, α2 P AN2

, α1 “ K, α2 “ Ku

is a partition of AN .

Proof Any non-empty antichain χ P AN has a unique decomposition of the

form α1 _α2 _α where α1 P AN1
, α2 P AN2

and α is an anti-chain in Sα1,α2
as

defined in lemma 5.3 satisfying α ^ tN1u ď α1, α ^ tN2u ď α2. Indeed, we find

α1 “ χ ^ tN1u, α2 “ χ ^ tN2u, α “ χzpα1 Y α2q and α1 _ α2 ď α1 _ α2 _ α ď

α1 b α2. �

6. Decomposition based on properies of antichains

In this section, properties of antichains are used to derive decompositions or

expressions for the size of (intervals in) AN . An efficient expansion for the size
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of an interval in powers of two is given in Section 6.1. New numbers counting

the antichains distinguishing between each of the elements of N are introduced

in Subsection 6.2. These numbers are related to the Dedekind numbers through

the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Subsection 6.3 introduces connected

antichains and relates their numbers to Dedekind numbers. The numbers intro-

duced in Subsections 6.2 and 6.3 can be computed from the known Dedekind

numbers and are tabulated in Subsection 6.4. Finally, an expansion of Dedekind

numbers in products of interval sizes in a lower dimensional space is presented

in 6.5. The coefficients in this expansion are defined for any dimensions. In the

special case where the difference between the higher and lower dimensions is

equal to two, the coefficients are powers of two and can be efficiently computed.

6.1. Summing over chains of constant set size

Antichains of special interest in an interval are those existing of equally

sized sets in the interval poset. Given an interval rα, βs, with α ă β so that

Prα,βs “ H, we denote the size of the smallest sets in Prα,βs by l0 and for the

higher sizes li “ l0`i. For any l P N, define λlprα, βsq “ tX P Prα,βs||X | “ lu. In

case there is no ambiguity, we will leave out the explicit reference to the interval

pλlprα, βsq ” λlq. We will use p.q` and p.q´ operators defined with respect to

the interval rα, βs. So, for χ Ď λl we have χ` “ tX P λl`1|X´ X λl Ď χu, and

for l ą l0, χ
´ “ tX´ X λl´1|X P χu. A crucial observation in this section is

Lemma 6.1. Any antichain χ in an interval rα, βs has a unique decomposition

as

χ “ α _ χ0 _ χ1 _ χ2 . . .

where @i P N, χi P λli and χi`1 Ď χ`
i .

Proof For each i, χi must at least contain the sets in χ of size li. The constraint

χi`1 Ď χ`
i requires all subsets of size i in Prα,βs of larger sets in χ to be present

in χi. This implies χ0 “ pχzαq ^ λl0 and @i P N : χi`1 “ pχzpα _ χ0 _ χ1 . . . _

χiqq ^ λli`1
. �
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Theorem 6.2. For α ď β P AN , the size of the interval rα, βs is given by

|rα, βs| “
ÿ

χ0Ďλl0

ÿ

χ2Ďχ
``
0

ÿ

χ4Ďχ
``
2

. . . 2|χ`
0

|´|χ´
2

|`|χ`
2

|´|χ´
4

|... (2)

“
ÿ

χ1Ďλl1

ÿ

χ3Ďχ
``
1

ÿ

χ5Ďχ
``
3

. . . 2|λl0
|´|χ´

1
|`|χ`

1
|´|χ´

3
|`|χ`

3
|´|χ´

5
|... (3)

Proof Due to lemma 6.1, every tupple pχ0, χ1, . . .q satisfying the constraints in

the lemma, corresponds with exactly one antichain in the interval. In the current

theorem, we sum over the possible assignments at even, respectively odd, levels.

Due to the lemma, χi`2 Ď χ``
i . The degree of freedom that is left after selection

of χi and χi`2 is given by the available sets at level li`1. The sets in χ`
i can

be selected while the sets in χ´
i`2

must be selected. These degrees of freedom

determine the power of 2 in the sum. �

Formulae 2 and 3 allow computing sizes of intervals up to A6 efficiently. Theo-

rem 6.2, as well as the decomposition Lemma 4.3 , were derived without relying

on interval posets in [15]. In the latter publication, the following example was

given:

Example Consider intervals of the form IN “ rtHu,
`
N
2

˘
s where, for con-

venience, we use the notation
`
N
k

˘
to denote the set of subsets of size k of

a set N “ t1, 2, ..., nu. IN has only two nonempty levels (λ0 “ K, λ1 is

the set of all singletons of elements of N and λ2 “
`
N
2

˘
). Applying for-

mula 3, we find |IN | “
řn

i“0

`
n
i

˘
2pi

2q which is the well known formula for

the number of labeled graphs with at most n nodes (Sloane series A006896

[2]). This identity becomes obvious when we apply the alternative expres-

sion in formula 2 to find : |IN | “
ř

graphs g on n vertices 2
n´|vertices in g| “

řn
i“0

|graphs covering t1, 2, ..., iu|
`
n
i

˘
2n´i.

6.2. Relation with Stirling numbers of the second kind

This subsection considers intervals of the form rtt1u, t2u, . . . , tnuu,Jss in

AN which we will call basic intervals of dimension n. We will denote these

by Bn. Within a basic interval, one can ask for those antichains in which the
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elements of a subset X Ď N occur and are never separated. Examples of such

antichains forX “ t1, 2u in the basic interval of dimension 4 are tt1, 2u, t3u, t4uu,

tt1, 2, 3u, t1, 2, 4uu and tt1, 2, 3, 4uu. The antichain tt1, 2u, t1, 3u, t2, 4uu would

not satisfy the criterion. This set is spanned by a poset satisfying the conditions

of lemma 3.4. It is not an interval, but due to lemma 3.4, it is isomorphic

with, B3 “ rtt1u, t2u, t3uu, tt1, 2, 3uus. More generally, for any antichain of

disjoint sets π, denote by Bπ “ tα P AYπ|π ď α and @A P α : @X P π :

X Ď A or X X A “ Hu. For example, let π “ tt1, 2u, t3, 4uu. Then Bπ “

ttt1, 2u, t3, 4uu, tt1, 2, 3, 4uuu. One finds

Lemma 6.3. For any antichain of disjoint sets π:

pBπ,ďq – pB|π|,ďq

Given an antichain α, the partition π of Yα of largest size such that α P Bπ can

be determined. The sets in this partition are those for which the elements are

never separated in α, hence the following

Definition Given k ď n P N, the distinguishing set Dn,k is the set of antichains

α P Bn for which the largest partition π of N such that α P Bπ has size k.

These sets form a partition of the basic interval: Bn “
Ťn

k“0
Dn,k

1. Clearly,

Dn,k can be further partitioned with respect to the partitions of N of size k.

Every component in this partition is isomorphic toDk,k. If we denoteDk ” Dk,k,

we arrive at the following

Lemma 6.4. For k ď n P N,

|Bn| “
nÿ

k“0

|Dn,k| (4)

“
nÿ

k“0

"
n

k

*
|Dk| (5)

where
 
n
k

(
is the Stirling number of the second kind.

1
D0,0 “ tK, tHuu and for n ą 0, we have Dn,0 “ H.

12



Proof The lemma follows from the preceding observations since
 
n
k

(
is the num-

ber of partitions of size k of a set of size n.

Given the well known decomposition for the Dedekind numbers |An| “
řn

k“0

`
n
k

˘
|Bk|,

we arrive at

Theorem 6.5. For n P N, the number of antichains of subsets of the set

t1, 2, . . . , nu is given by

|An| “
nÿ

k“0

"
n ` 1

k ` 1

*
|Dk| (6)

Proof Given the previous discussion, and through lemma 6.4, we find

|An| “
nÿ

k“0

ˆ
n

k

˙
|Bk|

“
nÿ

l“0

ˆ
n

l

˙ lÿ

k“0

"
l

k

*
|Dk|

“
nÿ

k“0

` nÿ

l“k

ˆ
n

l

˙"
l

k

*˘
|Dk|

“
nÿ

k“0

"
n ` 1

k ` 1

*
|Dk|

�

Theorem 6.5 can be understood if one adds an element to N that is never

used and leave out the set in any partition containing this element. Terms

such as
 
n`1

k`1

(
|Dk| then account for the number of partitions of which exactly k

components are used, not separated and not joined.

6.3. Connectedness in antichains

For a partition π of N , an antichain β P Bπ is built of unions of sets in π.

If X P π is such a set, elements in X are never separated in β. β thus defines

an equivalence relation between elements in N of which the sets in π are the

equivalence classes. In general, any equivalence relation defined by an antichain

generates a partition of N . In this subsection, we consider connectedness as

another example of an equivalence relation. Given an antichain β P BN , consider

13



the graph with vertices in N , and in which there is an edge between any two

elements that are together in at least one set of β. The connected components

of this graph form a partition of N . For a finite set K P N0, we denote by

CK the set of antichains in BK for which all elements of K are in one such

connected component. It is clear that, for k ě 0, all CK for which |K| “ k

are isomorphic and |CK | only depends on k. As usual, we will use Ck and CK

interchangably in case no confusion is possible. For N “ K1 Y K2 a partition

of N , the number of antichains for which K1 and K2 are connected is given by

|CK1
| ˚ |CK2

|. For n “ k1 ` k2 ` . . . ` kp, the number of antichains consisting of

p ą 0 connected components with different sizes given by k1 ą k2 ą . . . ą kp is

given by
`

n
k1,k2,...,kp

˘
˚|Ck1

|˚|Ck2
|˚. . .˚|Ckp

|. In case sizes can be equal, k1 ě k2 ě

. . . ě kp, the multinomial coefficient does not account for interchangeability of

whole sets in the partition. In case n “ n1˚k1`n2˚k2`. . .`np˚kp, the number

of antichains for which there are n1 components of size k1, n2 components of

size k2, and so on, is given by

1

n1!n2! . . . np!

ˆ
n

k1pn1q, k2pn2q, . . . , kppnpq

˙
˚ |Ck1

|n1 ˚ |Ck2
|n2 ˚ . . . ˚ |Ckp

|np

where the notation kpcq in the multinomial coefficient indicates c-fold repetition

of the number k, e.g.
`

5

2p2q,1p1q

˘
”

`
5

2,2,1

˘
. Since CH “ tK, tHuu, |C0| “ 2,

leading to

Theorem 6.6. For n P N0,

|Bn| “
ÿ

n“
ři“p

i“1
niki

1

n1!n2! . . . np!

ˆ
n

k1pn1q, k2pn2q, . . . , kppnpq

˙
˚|Ck1

|n1˚|Ck2
|n2˚. . .˚|Ckp

|np

(7)

where the sum is over all expansions of n as a linear combination of p ą 0

different values k1 ą k2 ą . . . ą kp ą 0.
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Isolating the term in Theorem 6.6 corresponding to p “ 1, n1 “ 1, k1 “ n, we

find

|Bn| “ |Cn| (8)

`
ÿ

n“
ři“p

i“1
niki

all kiăn

1

n1!n2! . . . np!

ˆ
n

k1pn1q, k2pn2q, . . . , kppnpq

˙
˚ |Ck1

|n1 ˚ |Ck2
|n2 ˚ . . . ˚ |Ckp

|np

relating |Cn| recursively to |Bn|.

Remark A similar recursion relation can be derived for any subset of Bn that

is symmetric under permutation. Impose e.g. the restriction that the sets in the

antichain be of some specific size k. In this case, one replaces |Bn| by the total

number of coverings of a set of size n by subsets of size k. For k “ 2, one thus

finds a recursion relation for the number of connected graphs on n nodes, as

given in OEIS series A001187 ([2]). The results have been checked numerically

[14].

6.4. Numerical values

Computing |An|, |Bn|, |Cn| and |Dn| for specific values of n are all, given

the analysis above, equivalent and equally hard. In the next section, we present

powerful formulae for |An| and |Bn|. Presently, little is known about computing

|Cn| and |Dn| directly. Here we use

|Bn| “ |An| ´
n´1ÿ

k“0

ˆ
n

k

˙
|Bk| (9)

|Dn| “ |Bn| ´
n´1ÿ

k“1

"
n

k

*
|Dk| (10)

|Cn| “ |Bn| (11)

´
ÿ

n“
ři“p

i“1
niki

all kiăn

1

n1! . . . np!

ˆ
n

k1pc1q, . . . , kppcpq

˙
˚ |Ck1

|n1 ˚ . . . ˚ |Ckp
|np

to find the results in Table 1. The value of |Bn| could be computed independently

using Theorem 6.2 and the results for |Cn| and |Dn| have been checked by explicit

enumeration up to n “ 6.
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Table 1: Dedekind numbers and related quantities

n An Bn Cn Dn

0 2 2 2 2

1 3 1 1 1

2 6 2 1 1

3 20 9 5 5

4 168 114 84 76

5 7581 6894 6348 5993

6 7828354 7785062 7743728 7689745

7 2414682040998 2414627396434 2414572893530 2414465044600

8 56130437228687557907788 56130437209370320359966 56130437190053299918162 56130437141763247212112

1
6



6.5. P-coefficients

For n P N, N “ t1, . . . , nu, N1 Ĺ N , clearly the corresponding posets satisfy

PrK,tN1us Ĺ PrK,Js and any set in PrK,Js is a superset of at least one set in

PrK,tN1us. Note that PrK,Js “ 2N . As a consequence, we have

Lemma 6.7. Let n P N, N “ t1, . . . , nu, N1 Ĺ N . Each χ P An has a unique

decomposition as

χ “
ł

PP2N1

χP ˆ tP u (12)

where for P, P 1 P 2N1, χP , χP 1 P ANzN1
and

P Ď P 1 ñ χP ě χP 1 (13)

Proof For each P Ď N1, let χP “ tXzN1|X P χ, P Ď Xu. It is easy to see that

the resulting tuple pχP |P Ď N1q satisfies the conditions of the lemma. To see

the uniqueness, derive from equation 12 that χN1
“ tXzN1|X P χ,N1 Ď Xu.

Remove χN1
ˆ tN1u from χ and derive that χP “ tXzN1|X P χ, P Ď Xu for

each immediate subset P Ă N1 from equation 12 using condition 13. Repeating

recursively yields the result. �

An is hence isomorphic to the set of order reversing mappings 2N1 Ñ Apn´|N1|q.

Using this notation, given ρ0 ě ρN1
, one can now ask for the number of an-

tichains χ for which
Ź

iPN1
χtiu “ ρN1

and
Ž

iPN1
χN1ztiu “ ρ0. We will address

this number as the P ´ coefficient :

Definition For n, k P N, ρ1, ρ2 P An, let K “ tn ` 1, . . . , n ` ku. Pn,k,ρ1,ρ2
is

the number of solutions pχP P An|P Ď Kq to the simultaneous equations

χH “ ρ2 (14)

χK “ ρ1 (15)
ľ

iPK

χKztiu “ ρ1 (16)

ł

iPK

χtiu “ ρ2 (17)

@P, P 1 P 2K , P Ď P 1 ñ χP ě χP 1 (18)
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One finds easily, Pn,k,ρ1,ρ2
“ 0 for ρ1 ą ρ2 P An, Pn,k,ρ,ρ “ 1 for any n, k P N

and any ρ P An, Pn,0,ρ1,ρ2
“ 0 for ρ1 “ ρ2 (χK “ χH), Pn,1,ρ1,ρ2

“ 0 for

ρ1 “ ρ2 (
Ź

χH “
Ź

ρ1 “ ρ2). Pn,k,K,tHu “ |Ak| ´ 2 for k ą 0 (the equations

are equivalent with the definition of monotone boolean functions on 2K taking

false on H and true on K), An important non-trivial case is Pn,2,ρ1,ρ2
for

ρ1 ď ρ2.

Lemma 6.8. Let n P N, ρ1 ď ρ2 P An. Then we have

Pn,2,ρ1,ρ2
“ 2|Cρ1,ρ2

| (19)

Proof

Let A,B P ρ2 such that tAXBu ď ρ1. Equation 17 implies that either A P χt1u

or A P χt2u and equivalently for B. Equation 16 however, forbids A P χt1u and

B P χt2u so A and B must be in exactly one of χt1u and χt2u. By extension,

each connected component in Cρ1,ρ2
must be in exactly one of χt1u and χt2u. �

The importance of P-coefficients becomes apparent in the following

Theorem 6.9. For n, k P N, k ą 1

|An`k| “
ÿ

α,βPAn

αďβ

|rK, αs|Pn,k,α,β|rβ,Js| (20)

Proof Let K “ t1, . . . , nu. For k ą 1, the tuple pχP |H Ĺ P Ĺ Kq in the unique

decomposition of lemma 6.7 is not empty. Given a specific value of this tuple,

χK can take any value from rK,
Ź

iPK χtius and similarly χH can take values

in r
Ž

iPK χKztiu,Jus. Given α ď β P An, the number of such tuples for which
Ź

iPK χtiu “ α and
Ž

iPK χKztiu “ β is given by Pn,k,α,β. �

The sum for n “ 6 still contains |A6|2 « 6, 1ˆ1024 terms and involves 2˚|A6| «

1, 5ˆ 107 interval sizes. Using permutation symmetry, the number of terms can

be reduced to approximately 1, 1ˆ1011 terms and 1, 6ˆ104 (the term for n “ 6

in series A003182 at [2]) interval sizes. Given the efficient algorithm for the

p-coefficients of order 2, the resulting formula allows computing |A8 in about 8

hours on a 4 core 3 Ghz computer. From the numbers it is clear that so far, |A9

is out of reach.
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